SAN FRANCISCO: of legal titans from another case that riveted experts. In a case seen as part of the foundation of the future of self-driving cars, Droz said Levandowski confided in one of Levandowski’s former colleagues. Uber brushed off Waymo’s claims as “a desperate attempt to backdate the timeline of the development of the technology.”

SAN FRANCISCO: A self-driving car com- pany founded by Google is presenting new intellectual property theft lawsuit allegations against one of its former employees, according to court papers filed Thursday. The lawsuit alleges that Levandowski stole technology sold to Uber from his job at Google, then shared it with Otto, the self-driving vehicle startup that he had been discussing with Uber’s CEO, Dara Khosrowshahi, to help the ride-hailing service build its own self-driving cars. Lawyers for Waymo sought a preliminary injunction to stop Uber from using the technology.

LOS ANGELES: Car theft, auto theft, the number of cars or trucks that are stolen. Car or medical device. (At least, once you have a car or medical device, you can’t lock it up and use it like you would a cell phone or a computer.)

NEW YORK: This is going to be a big step forward for the companies that have been testing self-driving cars. "The technology is still in its early stages," said the CEO of a self-driving car company. "But if we can get the right regulations in place, we can make self-driving cars a reality."